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Hello All

Next week!! Concert News!! (German TXT)

WINNIES SCHWINGUNGENPARTY am 06. Juli 2019 in Hamm
Info: party@electronic-circus.net
http://www.electronic-circus.net/2019/03/winnies-schwingungenparty-2019/
Groove hatt ein stand dort.
Und wenn sie vorbestellen gibt es eine 10% Extra discout fur was
wir mitbringen konnen!!

Auch in diesem Jahr wird es im Sommer wieder eine Party geben.
WINNIES SCHWINGUNGENPARTY findet am 6. Juli 2019 statt.

Folgende Künstler werden auf der Gartenterrasse auftreten:

GLENN MAIN
THOMAS JUNG
MARTIN STÜRTZER
HHNOI
REALTIME

Running Order/Zeitplan Winnies Schwingungenparty 2019
13:00 Doors open
14:00 Opening/Welcome
14:15-15:15 REALTIME Thomas Bock
15:15-16:00 Pause
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16:00-17:10 Thomas Jung
17:10-18:45 Pause
18:45-20:00 Glenn Main
20:00-20:45 Pause
20:45-22:00 Martin Stürtzer
22:00-22.30 Pause
22:30-23:15 HHNOI

es wird auf jeden Fall wieder ein sehr unterhaltsamer
und stimmungsreicher Tag werden.
---------------------------------------------------------------------E-News .

Yes we still have a few in stock Tangerine Dream - IN SEARCH OF HADES
(16 CD + 2 BLU RAY SET) 37101 2019. .. VIIRGIN RECORDINGS: 1973-1979.
So we can ship right away, but be quick new copies come in next week!!

3 New releases All available NOW!!
Great music to take with you in the summer weeks on vacation.

GR-273 - Free System Projekt - BRITISH AISLES VOLUME ONE
This is Berlin School as pure as it can get.
http://www.groove.nl/index3.html

GR-274 - Stephan Whitlan & Ron Boots - THREE DAY WEEK (cd)
Yes PLAY THIS LOUD!!

GR-275 - Tronestam, Johan - Cosmic Drama (cd)
The very first real CD release from Johan with Groove!!
I have always been a great fan of his music (Ron).
This is a great release!!
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+++++++ SUMMER SALE ++++++++
Overstock titles with BIG discounts.
Don't wait to long gone is gone and of many we only have a few copies.
Here is the list in Alphabetic order.
And you can find them on the main new CD page.
http://www.groove.nl/index3.html

DECREASED PRICES
These products are decreased in price. Further in this newsletter are
more details.
Aairria - Urbanisation (cd) $12.49 , £8.75 , €9.90
Andreas Akwara - Blue velvet (cd) $12.49 , £8.75 , €9.90
Andreas Akwara - Erwachet (cd) $12.49 , £8.75 , €9.90 Now with 20%
EXTRA discount!
Andreas Akwara - Klangbild (cd) $12.49 , £8.75 , €9.90
Andreas Akwara - Occult sanctum (cd) $12.49 , £8.75 , €9.90
Andreas Akwara - Pathos (cd) $12.49 , £8.75 , €9.90
Andreas Akwara - Quantum (cd) $12.49 , £8.75 , €9.90
Andreas Akwara - Raum (cd) $12.49 , £8.75 , €9.90
Andreas Akwara - Reinheit (cd) $12.49 , £8.75 , €9.90
Andreas Akwara - Saturn (cd) $14.99 , £10.49 , €11.90
Andreas Akwara & Björn Lutz - Ambush (cd) $12.49 , £8.75 , €9.90
Aqua Dorsa - Cloudlands (digipak) (cd) $12.49 , £8.75 , €9.90
Aquavoice - Memories (cd) $12.49 , £8.75 , €9.90
Ashra - New age of earth (cd) $11.25 , £7.99 , €8.90
Ian Boddy - As Above So Below (digipak) (cd) $16.25 , £11.49 , €12.90
Ian Boddy & Markus Reuter - Memento (ltd. edition, digipak) (cd)
$16.25 , £11.49 , €12.90
Ian Boddy & Bernhard Wostheinrich - Moire (cd) $12.49 , £8.75 , €9.90
Computerchemist - Music for Earthquakes (cdr) $17.49 , £12.25 , €13.90
Max Corbacho - Nocturnes (digipak) (cd) $16.25 , £11.49 , €12.90
Erik Wollo + Byron Metcalf - Earth Luminous (digipak) (cd) $19.49 ,
£13.75 , €15.49 Now with 20% EXTRA discount!
Forrest Fang - Letters To The Farthest Star (digipak) (cd) $19.99 ,
£13.99 , €15.90 Now with 20% EXTRA discount!
Francisco López - Amarok (digipak) (cd) $12.49 , £8.75 , €9.90
Gandalf - From source to sea (cd) $21.25 , £14.99 , €16.90
Gianfranco Grilli - Ancient Roads (cdr) $12.49 , £8.75 , €9.90
Gianfranco Grilli - Sky fragments (cdr) $8.75 , £6.25 , €6.90
Bob Holroyd - Afterglow (digipak) (cd) $12.49 , £8.75 , €9.90
Tetsu Inoue - Yolo (cd) $11.25 , £7.99 , €8.90
Jean Michel Jarre - Essential Recollection (cd) $13.75 , £9.75 , €10.90
Jos D'Almeida - Aether (cd) $16.25 , £11.49 , €12.90 Now with 20%
EXTRA discount!
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Jos D'Almeida - Awaken (cd) $16.25 , £11.49 , €12.90 Now with 20%
EXTRA discount!
Bernd Kistenmacher - Head-visions (cd) $17.49 , £12.25 , €13.90
Jeffrey Koepper - Transmitter (digipak) (cd) $19.49 , £13.75 , €15.49
Now with 20% EXTRA discount!
Wladyslaw Komendarek - I Am An Alien (digipak) (cd) $12.49 , £8.75 , €9.90
Node - Node 2 (cd) $14.99 , £10.49 , €11.90
Objekt4 - Her face among the shadows (cd) $8.75 , £6.25 , €6.90
Remy + My Breath my Music - Sessions 2012 (cd) $16.25 , £11.49 ,
€12.90 Now with 20% EXTRA discount!
Robert Rich & Brian Lustmord - Stalker (cd) $12.49 , £8.75 , €9.90
Steve Roach - Dream circle (cd) $21.25 , £14.99 , €16.90 Now with 20%
EXTRA discount!
Steve Roach - On this planet (cd) $12.49 , £8.75 , €9.90
Steve Roach - Pure flow (cd) $21.25 , £14.99 , €16.90 Now with 20%
EXTRA discount!
Steve Roach - Rasa Dance (cd) $19.49 , £13.75 , €15.49 Now with 20%
EXTRA discount!
Steve Roach - Storm surge (cd) $19.49 , £13.75 , €15.49 Now with 20%
EXTRA discount!
Steve Roach - Streams & currents (cd) $19.49 , £13.75 , €15.49 Now
with 20% EXTRA discount!
Steve Roach & Kent & Newby - Halcyon days (cd) $12.49 , £8.75 , €9.90
Steve Roach & Byron Metcalf & Dashmesh Khalsa - Tales from the Ultra
Tribe (digipak) (cd) $19.25 , £13.49 , €15.40 Now with 20% EXTRA discount!
Steve Roach & Robert Rich - Strata (cd) $17.49 , £12.25 , €13.90 Now
with 20% EXTRA discount!
Przemyslaw Rudz - Let Them Float (digipak) (cd) $16.25 , £11.49 , €12.90
Przemyslaw Rudz - Master of Own Fate (digipak) (cd) $16.25 , £11.49 , €12.90
Sam Rosenthal & Mark Seelig - Journey to Aktehi (digipak) (cd) $19.99
, £13.99 , €15.90 Now with 20% EXTRA discount!
Klaus Schulze - Big in Japan (American edition) (digipak) (dvd + 2cd)
$28.75 , £20.25 , €22.95
Klaus Schulze - Crime of suspense (digipak) (cd) $23.75 , £16.75 , €18.90
Klaus Schulze - La vie electronique 04 (digipak) (3-cd) $24.99 ,
£17.49 , €19.90 <-- LAST 2 COPIES!
Michael Stearns - Within the nine dimensions (cd) $18.75 , £13.25 , €14.90
Stefan Erbe + Steve Baltes - Electric garden (cd) $14.99 , £10.49 , €11.90
Steve Roach + Robert Logan - Biosonic (digipak) (cd) $19.99 , £13.99 ,
€15.90 Now with 20% EXTRA discount!
Steve Roach + Robert Logan - Second Nature (digipak) (cd) $19.99 ,
£13.99 , €15.90 Now with 20% EXTRA discount!
Joerg Strawe - Jewels (cd) $11.25 , £7.99 , €8.90
Tangerine Dream - Cyberjam collection (232611) (digipak) (cd) $11.25 ,
£7.99 , €8.90
Tangerine Dream - Cyclone (cd) $11.25 , £7.99 , €8.90
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Tangerine Dream - Dante arias collection (232612) (digipak) (cd)
$11.25 , £7.99 , €8.90
Tangerine Dream - Dream encores (232638) (digipak) (cd) $11.25 , £7.99 , €8.90
Tangerine Dream - Dream sequence (2-cd) $16.25 , £11.49 , €12.90
Tangerine Dream - Encore (cd) $11.25 , £7.99 , €8.90
Tangerine Dream - Essential (cd) $11.25 , £7.99 , €8.90
Tangerine Dream - Exit (cd) $11.25 , £7.99 , €8.90
Tangerine Dream - Hyperborea (cd) $12.49 , £8.75 , €9.90
Tangerine Dream - Inferno (232655) (digipak) (cd) $11.25 , £7.99 , €8.90
Tangerine Dream - Logos (cd) $12.49 , £8.75 , €9.90
Tangerine Dream - Pergamon (Remastered) (cd) $19.99 , £13.99 , €15.90
Tangerine Dream - Ricochet (cd) $11.25 , £7.99 , €8.90
Tangerine Dream - Rubycon (cd) $11.25 , £7.99 , €8.90
Tangerine Dream - Starbound collection (digipak) (cd) $14.99 , £10.49 , €11.90
Tangerine Dream - Tangerine dream (VI873772) (cd) $9.99 , £6.99 , €7.90
Tangerine Dream - Virgin years: 1977-1983 (5-cd) $24.99 , £17.49 , €19.90
The Grey Encounter - State of Decay (ltd. edition) (cdr) $14.99 ,
£10.49 , €11.90
V/A - Echo Location:The Echoes Living Room Concerts,V 17 (digipak)
(cd) $12.75 , £8.75 , €10
V/A - Echoes Living Room Concerts Volume 10 (cd) $12.75 , £8.75 , €10
V/A - Echoes Living Room Concerts Volume 16 (cd) $12.75 , £8.75 , €10
V/A - Echoes Living Room Concerts Volume 7 (cd) $12.75 , £8.75 , €10
V/A - Index05 (cd) $8.75 , £6.25 , €6.90
V/A - Tangents: the Echoes Living Room Concerts, Vol. 18 (digipak)
(cd) $12.75 , £8.75 , €10
V/A - Transmissions:The Echoes Living Room Concerts,V 19 (digipak)
(cd) $12.75 , £8.75 , €10
Vangelis - Antarctica (cd) $11.25 , £7.99 , €8.90
Vangelis - China Remastered (digipak) (cd) $16.25 , £11.49 , €12.90
Vangelis - Earth Remastered (digipak) (cd) $16.25 , £11.49 , €12.90
Vangelis - Light & Shadow (cd) $12.49 , £8.75 , €9.90 <-- LAST 2 COPIES!
Erik Wollo - Airborne (digipak) (cd) $19.99 , £13.99 , €15.90 Now with
20% EXTRA discount!
Erik Wollo & Berhard Wostheinrich - Arcadia Borealis (ltd. edition)
(cd) $11.25 , £7.99 , €8.90
Erik Wollo & Berhard Wostheinrich - Weltenuhr (digipak) (cd) $14.99 ,
£10.49 , €11.90
Yellow Magic Orchestra - Public pressure (cd) $14.99 , £10.49 , €11.90
----------------------------------------------------

NEW PRODUCTS
http://www.groove.nl/index3.html
These products are NEW in our catalog.
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Further in this newsletter are more details.

Kebu - Live in Oslo (2CD + DVD) (dvd + 2cd)
Kebu - Live in Oslo (2CD) (digipak) (cd)
Kebu - Live in Oslo (DVD) (dvd)
Ken Martin - Dream Divisions (cdr)
Ken Martin - Invisible Connections (cdr)
Ken Martin - Irradiance (cdr)
Ken Martin - Studio 78 (cdr)
Ken Martin - Trancient Lightwaves Vol. 2 (cdr)
Steve Roach - Bloom Ascension (digipak) (cd)
Steve Roach - Bloom Ascension ([limited] LP (lp)
SpiralDreams - Levitation Vol. 1 (cdr)
SpiralDreams - Sequences of Worlds (cdr)
SpiralDreams - Unpublished Songs 8 Vol.2 (cdr)

Thanks for your time!
Ron Boots

====== Dreamscape Radio =======
Dreamscape Radio show 502 is online
With music from various Artists.
You can find Dreamscape here.
http://www.dreamscaperadio.nl

====== CONCERTS =======
E-LIVE 2019 - 26th of October - The Enck / Oirschot

Ian Boddy
Does he need an introduction, a dear friend and fantastic Musician.
This will be an awesome concert finally after 11 years back on Stage
in the Netherlands

Rob Papen
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He became world famous with the Group NOVA and PERU!!

Broekhuis-Keller-Schönwälder.
The dynamic Trio!!

C-Jay.
A new name but I am sure all of you will highly enjoy this great music.

The web page still shows E-Day 2019 but we will start changing this week!
But Ticket sales have already been opened.
Again easiest way for you is the Download site

https://shop.groove.nl/e-live-festival-2019
or just transfer the amount to our Bank accounts.
http://www.e-live.nl/tickets

======= Reviews ======
42255 Roach, Steve - Molecules of Motion

That old wizard of sounds! Inexhaustible and simply delicious for the
ears, whether in ambient music or animated by sequencers, Steve Roach
returns with another album of original music in “Molecules of Motion”.
We read the title and we look at the cover, and already we have a
vague idea of its content. But I never thought that the color and the
design of the tones would fit to the spirit of its front cover.
The title-track gradually and slowly breaks the silence with a
movement coming from beneath the ground. An immense sonic vertebra
emerges and its fluid movement begins to produce a series of
magnetizing sinusoidal loops. These loops undulate in a choreography
for multi-colored oscillating lines with a panoply of sequences of
which some possess organic tones as well as deformed shadows which
play constantly on the nuances of this horizontal spiral-shaped
rhythm. Unlikely, a kind of melody, ingenious weaver of earworm, gets
fixed between our ears, like the effect of a kaleidoscope and its
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labile loops which come and go tirelessly. The rhythm is nervous in
its helix structure. It's wriggled even at times like a spasmodic
dance of scissors whose brief blows hatch the long sequenced vertebra
which tirelessly takes back its shape, going so far as to flirt with
more floating passages. Synth layers house at the top of this decor
slightly influenced by a psybient kind, but a little more edible for
timorous ears. These layers are much more present and their forms are
more accentuated in "Grace Meditation" which takes the structure of
"Molecules of Motion", but in a slightly more ambient form, even
closer to the meditation. The tones of the sequences still shiver with
resonant colors and the slowness of the movement allows us to hear the
vast sample of sonic distortions which eventually hatches into a
fascinating chaotic melody. The echo forges gyratory forms which come
and go, suggesting a meditative pause. "Phase Reverie " releases an
anesthetic phase with a panoply of synth veils which intertwine with
different tones, including a totally buzzing, to form the basis of a
morphic ballet. The signature of the ambient works of Steve Roach is
more apparent here. The sizzling tones live like reclusive sounds,
like sonorous hermits who go from home to home in order to find this
tonal brotherhood sparkling with brightness in the first two titles of
“Molecules of Motion”. A quiet and very effective title that puts us
in the spirit of Structures from Silence. Despite its more hectic
pace, we cannot exclude "Empath Current" of the same equation. The
sequences sparkle with more vitality, cutting out the moods of
continuous leaps and bounces, while the synth pads spread sleepy
textures and veils of suave and floating voices. A very beautiful
title which concludes an album up to the expectations that we can have
with respect to Steve Roach.
After Skeleton's work, I wondered what would be Steve Roach's next ste
p? Would he still be able, after all these years of creativity, to
surprise an audience that simply asked to be reassured by his presence
and his works? We must believe that yes since “Molecules of Motion” is
a splendid album from first to last note. This album is teeming with
these ambient and semi-ambient rhythms which are the signature of
Steve Roach. Except that here the movements of quarrel between this
fascinating variety of tones in the arpeggios which sculpt these
oscillating discords are simply enjoyable for the ears. As in the
tones of Skeleton Keys. So, Steve Roach still has this gift to
surprise again. And I still have this feeling of repeating myself when
I talk about a new album from the Arizona's Wizard of sounds. Brilliant!
Sylvain Lupari (June 14th, 2018)

======= Reviews ======
70854 Fang, Forrest - Following the ether sun
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Forrest Fang, a Chinese-American multi-instrumentalist par excellence,
belongs undoubtedly to the world's most innovative electro-acoustic
sound explorers. His phenomenal double album from June 2016, "The
Sleepwalker's Ocean", still deeply resonates, but the time flies fast
and this, in San Francisco Bay area based virtuoso, has released in
the meantime another three masterful albums. First of them is
"Following The Ether Sun" album, which was released February 2017 on
Projekt, the CD is packaged in a 4-panel digipak featuring splendidly
beautiful cover art by Kinga Britschgi, a graphic designer and digital
artist from Idaho, who has already graced with her creative wizardry
above mentioned "The Sleepwalker's Ocean" album. The credit list
include Robert Rich as the mastering engineer and Sam Rosenthal taking
care of additional graphic design. A very strong line-up indeed, more
especially if you take into account also lengthy list of featured
instruments from all over the globe, but that's nothing surprising for
a maestro if this caliber.

"On The Edge Of A Moment", clocking past seven and a half minutes
mark, immediately ignites this extraordinarily rewarding collection
with luxuriantly fragranced kaleidoscope of many spirited acoustic
instruments, ranging from lushly euphoric violin to narrative strings,
from glimmering bell titillations to remotely galloping rumbles.
Mesmerizingly enveloping and distinguishably scented, a pure aural
bliss!!! "Midnight Rain" takes the listener into soothingly immersing
expanses gently permeated by shimmeringly evocative quietudes, what a
beauty! Subterranean drones announce "Chiaroscuro", meditatively
flickering tinkles commingle with cinematically nuanced layers and
intangibly glancing gossamer organics. During the second half
exotically stringed ear-tickling subtleties steal the forefront.
Tranquil elixir! "The Last Technicolor Dream" unfolds with abysmal
meridians, which soo n metamorphose through ambiguously serpentine
echoes to blossomingly dazzling fusion of tribal and world music
infused rhythms. Exhilaratedly engrossing! "Hinterlands" keeps on the
path of richly perfumed palette, where flamboyantly multi-cultural and
venturesomely textured sonorousness meticulously amalgamates with
bizarrely fascinating laid-back downtempos. Yes, all these are
exquisite signatures exhibiting highly accomplished musicianship,
Forrest Fang at the very top of his ingenuity! "Receding Pool" glides
into balmily engulfing realms, illuminated by halcyon piano glimpses
and precisely interacts with its title. A charming piece! "A River In
Retrograde" remains orbiting through ethereal expanses for some time,
but then swiftly transmutes back into enchantingly expressive and
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magnificently piquant domains owned by Forrest Fang. 17-plus minutes
long epic "Left Of The Sky" closes this remarkable album with serenely
drifting stratums, reinforced by diaphanously tinkling embroider i es
and vague transcendental fragments.

73-minute "Following The Ether Sun" album is another outstanding
release by Forrest Fang. His consistence in delivering gems filled
with his trademarking multifarious ingredients is just amazing, and as
always, each of these journeyings is magically transporting for each
dedicated listener. "Following The Ether Sun" is no exception! And
don't miss also the next album "Scenes From A Ghost Train", which was
released exactly one year ago as well as the newest one entitled "The
Fata Morgana Dream", the official street date for this one on Projekt
is February 8th 2019, so keep on exploring!!!

Richard Gürtler (Feb 03, 2019, Bratislava, Slovakia)

-------------------------------------Additions and changes from June 15 2019 till June 30 2019

*released *
Free System Projekt - BRITISH AISLES VOLUME ONE (cd) gr-273
$ 18.49 / UKP 12.99 / EURO 14.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-273

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Kebu - LIVE IN OSLO (2CD) (cd) 61940
2019. KEBU Live always exciting!!.
$ 24.99 / UKP 17.49 / EURO 19.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=61940

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Kebu - LIVE IN OSLO (2CD + DVD) (dvd + 2cd) 33880
2019. KEBU Live always exciting!! 2CD+DVD.
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$ 30.75 / UKP 21.49 / EURO 24.50
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=33880

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Kebu - LIVE IN OSLO (DVD) (dvd) 15704
2019. KEBU Live always exciting!!.
$ 24.99 / UKP 17.49 / EURO 19.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=15704

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Martin, Ken - DREAM DIVISIONS (cdr) 21648
2019. Retro Berlin School in Schulze style.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=21648

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Martin, Ken - INVISIBLE CONNECTIONS (cdr) 32112
2019. Early Schulze inspired music.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=32112

*new entry *
Martin, Ken - IRRADIANCE (cdr) 71169
2019. Early Schulze inspired music.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=71169

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Martin, Ken - STUDIO 78 (cdr) 24166
2019. Early Schulze inspired music.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=24166

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
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Martin, Ken - TRANCIENT LIGHTWAVES VOL. 2 (cdr) 10677
2019. Retro Berlin School in Schulze style.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=10677

*(back) in stock *
Pollard, Daniel, Booth - EIGHT (cd) 30366
2018. Retro sounds, sequences, mellotron choirs and effects with some
nice e-guitar.
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=30366

*(back) in stock *
Pollard, Daniel, Booth - IX (cd) 67078
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=67078

*(back) in stock *
Pollard, Daniel, Booth - SEVEN (cd) 36042
2018. 76 minutes of pure Berlin School.
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 15
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=36042

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Roach, Steve - BLOOM ASCENSION (cd) 85910
Release date: 30-8-2019
$ 19.99 / UKP 13.99 / EURO 15.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=85910

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Roach, Steve - BLOOM ASCENSION ([LIMITED] LP (lp) 61183
Release date: 30-8-2019
$ 36.25 / UKP 25.49 / EURO 28.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=61183
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*new in stock *
Schmoelling & Waters - ZEIT CONCERT (dvd + 2cd) 86279
2019. The Oirschot concert!.
$ 47.49 / UKP 33.25 / EURO 37.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=86279

*new in stock *
Schroeder, Robert - FATA MORGANA (cd) 39037
$ 18.75 / UKP 12.99 / EURO 14.80
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=39037

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
SpiralDreams - LEVITATION VOL. 1 (cdr) 11648
2019. Berlin School from the 70's with melodies.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=11648

*track listing and cover added *
SpiralDreams - LOSTDREAM (cdr) 27332
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=27332

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
SpiralDreams - SEQUENCES OF WORLDS (cdr) 13535
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=13535

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
SpiralDreams - UNPUBLISHED SONGS 8 VOL.2 (cdr) 20677
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=20677

*released *
Stephan Whitlan & Ron Boots - THREE DAY WEEK (cd) gr-274
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$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-274

*(back) in stock *
Tangerine Dream - IN SEARCH OF HADES (16 CD + 2 BLU RAY SET) (17-cd) 37101
2019. .. VIIRGIN RECORDINGS: 1973-1979.
$ 193 / UKP 135 / EURO 155
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=37101

*(back) in stock *
Tangerine Dream - OFFICIAL BOOTLEG SERIES 3 (4-cd) 87689
2019. .. BOOTLEG SERIES VOLUME THREE/ CLAMSHELL The Ford Auditorium
March 1977 The Regent Theatre Sydney 1982.
$ 59.49 / UKP 41.75 / EURO 47.50
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=87689

*released *
Tronestam, Johan - COSMIC DRAMA (cd) gr-275
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-275

--------------------------------------SHIPPING:
Due to the fact that we use a special shipping service that provides
the shipping of parcels etc we don't have to adjust the shipping prices
at this moment. One of the reasons is that because of you our costumers
we can keep these prices so low. With over 1500 parcels shipped last year
we can stay in the lowest shipping prices!
I am glad we are one of the few suppliers of EM that did not have to raise
their shipping prices. So for the 4rth year in a row they stay the same!!

====== Groove info =====
If you missed the last E-News issues they are ALL also on-line!!
http://www.grooveunlimited.nl/
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===== Where to get Groove =====
As all know you can get all Groove titles on out website www.groove.nl
And for those who like to buy the music as a download we have of coarse the
following outlets:

Most Groove releases are also available as Downloads on the Groove
Download page.
Go to https://shop.groove.nl/ and shop around,
But there are also releases by many other artists among them John Kerr, Remy.

For those who are a costumer of CD Baby we have also a lot of titles there
for in their program and we try to keep up with the stock there..
And they are also available through I-Tunes and Amazon downloads!
These have been added this year.

Groove is now also on Bandcamp.
The last months we have added new titles and we are adding them daily
if the time allows!
https://grooveunlimited.bandcamp.com/
You can now order from bandcamp and I hope to add new titles fast!!

MY.GROOVE.NL
A free service for customers.
Log-in for your order history, shipping dates,
concert tickets and more. http://my.groove.nl
Two remarks:
1) The order history is updated AFTER we send you
an invoice. NOT after you placed an order.
2) The "FORGOT PASSWORD" option on the log-in
page sends the passwor
d to the Email address of your invoice.
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